Abstract. Relevance feedback is a technique used in interactive Information Retrieval (IR) systems to enable a user to provide additional information to help the system identify more relevant documents. The additional information is provided in the form of relevance judgements on retrieved documents. One of the most advanced relevance feedback technique in operative IR system is based on a probabilistic function. Recent results show that it is possible to implement relevance feedback also using neural networks. This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation into the use of the Back Propagation learning algorithm for implementing relevance feedback. The investigation compares the performance of the proposed neural relevance feedback technique against to and in combination with probabilistic relevance feedback. The results obtained seem to indicate that, while probabilistic relevance feedback often outperforms neural relevance feedback, the combination of the two techniques is more effective than both techniques taken separately.
Introduction
In the last 50 years much effort has been devoted to improve the performance of Information Retrieval (IR) systems. In recent years research has explored many different directions trying to use results achieved in other areas, like artificial intelligence, neural networks, and expert systems [9] .
Previous research shows that, though giving encouraging results, neural networks (NN) cannot be effectively used in IR at the current state of the technology (see [21, 8] for extensive reviews of the work done in this area). The scale of real IR applications, where hundreds of thousands of documents are used, makes it impossible to use NN in an effective way, unless we use poor document and query representations. However, recent results [15, 5] show that it may be still possible to use NN in IR for very specific tasks where the number of patterns involved (and therefore the training) is reduced to a manageable size.
In this paper we therefore investigate the possibility of using NN in IR and in particular we focus on their use in the process called "relevance feedback". Relevance feedback is not always present in operative IR systems, but it has been widely recognised to improve retrieval performance [14, 13, 10] . The purpose of this research is to investigate the possibility of using NN to implement relevance feedback. We study the effectiveness of this "neural relevance feedback" both against to and in combination with classical relevance feedback techniques. The results reported here show that the use of NN for relevance feedback is not as effective as traditional relevance feedback techniques. However, the combination of neural and probabilistic relevance feedback techniques seems to achieve higher levels of effectiveness than both techniques taken separately.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the background of the study, that is the information retrieval problem and solutions. Section 3 describes in general what the relevance feedback technique is and how it works. Sections 4 and 5 describe in details the two relevance feedback technique used in this study: the probabilistic and the neural relevance feedback techniques. Section 6 presents the experimental settings and evaluation, and gives an analysis of the results. Section 7 concludes the paper summarising the work presented and indicating directions of future work.
Information Retrieval
Information Retrieval is the branch of computing science that aims at storing and allowing fast access to a large amount of multimedia information [19, 23, 11 ]. An Information Retrieval System is a computing tool that enables a user to access information by its semantic content using advanced statistical/probabilistic techniques. The information processed by the IR system is usually unstructured, as opposed to structured information as dealt by a database management systems (DBMS). Most present IR systems store and enable the retrieval of textual information or documents, with collections of very large size, often containing millions of documents.
Modern IR systems work in the following way. A user submits a query to the IR system using a query language (e.g., a boolean expression) or using natural language. The task of the IR system is to identify and retrieve all documents in the document collection that "satisfy" or are "relevant" the query.
Both documents and natural language queries are subject to a preliminary phase called "indexing". During indexing documents and queries are passed through a query and a document processors that decomposes them into their constituents words. Noncontent-bearing words ("the", "but", "and", etc.) are discarded, and suffixes are removed, so that what remains to represent queries and documents are lists of terms. Terms are then weighted according to some weighting formula in order to quantify their importance in the context of the document or the query. Document indexing is performed off-line because, given the size of the document collections, the process may require several hours. Query indexing is instead performed at run-time when the user submits the query. Document and query representations are compared using a matching algorithms. IR systems can be broadly grouped in two classes: those performing exact matching between document and query and those performing partial matching [12] . IR systems based on exact matching show to the user the documents that match exactly the query representation (usually a boolean expression). Partial matching IR systems typically rank the matched documents so that those most likely to be relevant (those with the highest similarity to the query) are presented to the user first. In this paper we will concentrate on partial matching IR systems. An example of a partial matching IR system is depicted in Figure 1 .
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User assessment Some retrieved documents will be relevant to the user need expressed in the query and some will instead be irrelevant. In some advanced IR system, the user can appraise the documents that he considers relevant and feed them back to the IR system to perform another retrieval run. The process by which this information is fed back to the IR system is called relevance feedback (RF). The component of an IR system that performs RF is called RF device. The IR system takes the output of the RF device and use it as a new query to produce a new ranking of documents. If the IR system is interactive this feedback process will go on until the user is happy with the resulting list of retrieved relevant documents.
Information Retrieval System
Relevance Feedback and Query Modification
RF is a technique that allows a user to interactively express his information requirement by modifying his original query formulation with further information. This additional information is often provided by indicating some relevant documents among the documents retrieved by the system. When a document is marked as relevant the RF device analyses the text of the document, picking out terms that are statistically significant, and adds these terms to the query. RF is a good technique for specifying an information need, because it releases the user from the burden of having to think up lots of terms for the query. Instead the user deals with the ideas and concepts contained in the documents. It also fits in well with the known human trait of "I don't know what I want, but I'll know it when I see it".
Obviously the user cannot mark documents as relevant until some are retrieved, so the first search has to be initiated by a query and the initial query specification has to be good enough to pick out some relevant documents from the collection. It is enough that at least one document in the list of retrieved documents matches, or come close to match, the user's interest, to initiate the RF process. The user can mark the document(s) as relevant and starts the RF process. If RF performs well the next list should be closer to the user's requirement and contain more relevant documents. A schematic view of a RF device is depicted in Figure 2 . The above description refers to the classical way of considering RF [13] . There is, however, a different way of viewing RF. RF can be seen as a filter that receives as input a query and a set of relevant documents and that gives as output a modified or adapted query. This process of query adaptation is supposed to alter the original user formulated query to take into consideration the information provided by features of relevant documents. Basically, RF performs the following function:
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where q i is the original representation of the query i, d i j is the representation of a document relevant to the query q i , and q 0 i is the new query resulting from the RF process. The set is composed of only a subset (l documents) of all the documents (k documents, with k > l) that are relevant to that particular query. The aim of the RF is to retrieve the other (l ; k) relevant documents. This is achieved by moving these additional relevant documents to the top of the ranked list from there previous position, so that the user can see and assess them.
In IR there are different RF techniques [13] . The particular RF technique used by an IR system depends on the underlying retrieval model. In the following section we will illustrate a technique called probabilistic RF, which is based on the probabilistic IR model [7] .
Probabilistic Relevance Feedback
Probabilistic relevance feedback (PRF) is one of the most advanced RF technique of operational IR systems [11] . Briefly, this technique consists of adding new terms to the original query. The terms added are chosen by taking the first m terms in a list where all the terms present in relevant documents are ranked according to the following weighting function [17] :
where: N is the number of documents in the collection, n i is the number of documents with an occurrence of term i, R is the number of relevant documents pointed out by the user, and r i is the number of relevant documents pointed out by the user with an occurrence of term i.
Essentially, PRF compares the frequency of occurrence of a term in the documents marked as relevant with its frequency of occurrence in the whole document collection. If a term occurs more frequently in the documents marked as relevant than in the whole document collection it is assigned a higher weight. There are two ways of choosing the terms to add to the query: (1) adding terms whose weight is over a predefined threshold, or (2) adding a fix number of terms, the k terms with the highest weight. In the experiments reported in this paper we used the second technique. After a few tests, the number of terms added to the original query was set to 10. This number has been proved experimentally to be quite effective, without modifying the extending the scope of the query too much [20] .
Neural Relevance Feedback
In [4] an adaptive IR system using NN was presented. We refer back to that paper for the architecture, the algorithm, and the learning performance of the system. The way the system can be used to implement a new RF technique, called neural relevance feedback (NRF), has been explained in detail in [5] . Here we briefly describe the way NRF works and we suggest the interested reader to look at the cited paper for the implementation details, which are not necessary for the discussion reported here.
NRF is a way of performing RF using NN. A RF device based on NRF learns from training examples to associate new terms to the original query formulation. The NRF device acts in a way similar to the classical RF. The main difference is that the weights used to order and select the terms are obtained from the output of a 3-layer feedforward NN trained using the Back Propagation (BP) learning algorithm [18, 1] . Each node in the NN input layer represents a query term and each node in the output layer represent a document term. The BP learning algorithm was chosen because of its definition itself, as back propagation of errors. In fact, BP propagates backward in the layers of the NN the difference between the desired output (the representation of a relevant document) and the actual output (the representation of a irrelevant document). The BP learning algorithm aims at reducing this difference to the smallest value. Figure 3 shows how NRF acts. A NRF device works in two phases. In the training phase the input and the output layer of the NN are set to represent a training example composed of a query representation q i and a relevant document representation d i j . The BP algorithm is used for learning, and is repeated for every relevant document d i j , in the training set. The learning is monitored by the NN control structure and when some predetermined condition is met (such as, for example, a mean error below a certain threshold) the training phase is halted. What follows is the spreading phase. In this phase the activation produced on the input nodes by the query spreads from the input layer to the output layer using the weight matrices produced during the training phase.
A new query is produced by adding to the terms already present in the query the first m (here m = 1 0 ) higher activated terms (nodes) on the output layer.
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Experimental Analysis
We decided to compare the two RF techniques to see if one was better than the other from an experimental IR point of view. The motivation behind this analysis lies in the results of a previous investigation into a comparison of the results of the two previously described RF techniques [3] . In that study we discovered, given the best possible parameters settings, PRF performed as well as PRF, but retrieved different sets of documents. The experimentation reported in this paper is more accurate, uses larger data sets, and aims at testing the possibility of combining the two techniques.
We chosed to perform our analysis following the classical IR experimental methodology as described in [23] , using IR effectiveness measures and IR test collections. The main retrieval effectiveness measures used in IR are recall and precision.
Recall (R) is the proportion of all documents in the collections that are relevant to a query and that are actually retrieved: Recall = j relevant and retrieved documents j j relevant documents j Precision (P) is the proportion of the retrieved set of documents that is also relevant to the query: Precision = j relevant and retrieved documents j j retrieved documents j
The results reported in the following sections are presented using recall and precision graphs (P/R graphs). These graphs are obtained by depicting the precision figures at standard levels of recall.
Experimental and Evaluation Settings
The document collections chosen for the investigation are the ASLIB Cranfield 1400, the CACM, and the NPL test collections. The main characteristics of these three test collections are summarised in Table 1 . These are classical IR test collections used by many researchers in the field and described in a large number of references (see for example [2, 22] We are aware of the fact that the collections used in our experiments can be considered small from the IR point of view, however, at the current stage, our research was not concerned with efficiency issues, and we decided that size was not so important. There are still many open issues in the application of NN to IR, and the problem of scaling the results is one of the major ones.
PRF was implemented on top a classical probabilistic IR system with code from [11] , while NRF was implemented on top of a NN simulator called PlaNet [16] using a 3-layer feedforward NN with BP learning. The number of input nodes was set to 195, the number of hidden nodes to 100, and the number of output nodes to 1142. The numbers of input and output nodes correspond, respectively, to the number of terms used in all queries and to the number of terms used by all documents of the test collection. These settings are the results of previous investigations and will not be explained here for reasons of space. The interested reader can find all the details in [5] .
Comparing Probabilistic and Neural Relevance Feedback
Since our first comparative look at PRF and NRF we noticed that the set of terms added to the initial query was very often different. In other words, taking the same initial query and feeding back the same documents to the PRF and NRF we obtained different sets of terms (and different weights for the same terms) to be added to the query. In a test over 30 queries randomly chosen from the set of queries of our CACM experimental collection we found that the difference between the two sets of m (m = 1 0 ) terms to be added to the query was on average 32%, i.e., at least 3 terms where different. The difference in weights between the same term present in both sets was on average 96%.
Analogous differences were found using the other test collections. Was this difference sufficient to cause different retrieval performance? We compared the performance of PRF and NRF using training sets of different sizes. Figures 4 and 5 show graphically how the performance of NRF and PRF increases when the RF device is given an increasing number of relevant documents. The results reported in the tables refers to the CACM collection, similar results were obtained using the Cranfield and the NPL collections, with the largest differences being recorded for the Cranfield collection. This shows what we expected: both PRF and NRF act like pattern recognition devices and the more information they receive the more they can discriminate between patterns of relevant and not relevant documents. The performance has been evaluated averaging over all queries in the relevance assessment at different values of the number of relevant documents given as feedback (the training sets). The graphs show that the NRF increases more rapidly in performance than the PRF. This is due to the better characteristics of non linear discrimination of NRF, that enables it to separate better the two sets of relevant and irrelevant documents (the two patterns). This concept is depicted in Figure 6 . In fact, PRF performs a linear regression on the data provided by the training set. This is equivalent to determining a hyper-plane that divides in the best possible way the relevant and the irrelevant documents. NRF, on the other hand, performs a nonlinear regression, determining a more complex surface that divides the relevant and the irrelevant documents. This explains why for higher levels of training NRF performs better that PRF. From the IR point of view, however, the performance of PRF are better than those of NRF. PRF is more effective at lower levels of training. This makes PRF more useful in applications where the percentage of relevant documents versus the total number of document used in the relevance feedback is usually low.
Combining Probabilistic and Neural Relevance Feedback
The results of the previous section together with the observation that PRF and NRF identify different sets of terms to add to those present in the original query formulation, prompted us to try to combine these two RF techniques and see if the combination was more effective than the two techniques taken separately. We normalised term weights produced by PRF and NRF to the range 0 1] and for each RF run we merged the two ordered lists of terms. For terms appearing in both lists with different weights, the highest weight was chosen. We then used for RF the m highest ranked term (with m = 1 0 as in the previous tests for comparative reasons). We called this combination of PRF and NRF neural-probabilistic relevance feedback (NPRF). We performed a few tests using training sets of different sizes, in the same way described in the previous section. The results of this new RF device obtained by combining PRF and NRF on the CACM test collection are reported in Figure 7 . Results show that NPRF is more effective that NRF at every level of training, moreover NPRF is also more effective that PRF at low training levels. Since PRF and NRF could be run in parallel on an IR system, without delaying the response of the RF to the user, we believe that we this is an effective way of performing RF. The graphs reported in this section only refer to the CACM test collection. The results obtained with the other two collections have not been reported for reasons of space, but were very similar. This paper extends the experimental analysis reported in [6] by using different and larger test collections.
Conclusions and Future Work
The results of this investigation, briefly summarised in this paper, demonstrate that a RF device based on PRF is more effective that NRF for low level of training. A low level of training (i.e., a small number of documents indicated as relevant by the user) is typical of real life IR applications. However, since at any level of training PRF and NRF identify different sets of terms to be added to those present in the original query, a combination of PRF and NRF could prove effective. The results in this direction reported in this paper seem to indicate that the combination is indeed effective. Nevertheless, more tests with larger collections of documents and with different algorithms for PRF and NRF are necessary to validate these results and fully exploit their usefulness.
